In this article, through the example of the projects of the Centre of Design and Multimedia of ITMO
Introduction
Museums, theaters, libraries and other cultural institutions for a long time feel at ease in the paradigm of the information society.
Information technologies in all their diversity actively contribute to the processes of education, cognition and various game practices.
Modern theater directors and playwrights, actively using multimedia technology in their performances are looking for new ways of communication with the audience.
One of the vivid examples of modern theater production that uses cutting-edge technologies is a theatrical production "Neurointegrum" (http://art1.ru/teatr/nauka-illyuzii-kak-illyuziyanauki/), set at the New Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre (Fig.1) .
"Neurointegrum" is a media performance where the emotional state and a set of mental commands used by the actor to operate audiovisual algorithms of production act as a performing instrument. The system of tracking movement and gesture recognition is used as well.
The whole production is automatically generated in real time.
Multi-projection -stage is represented by two screens sized 10x4.5 meters for graphical projections (without the use of the previously -1662 - Within the frames of the site opening the use of various technological devices, as well as the creation of various software and hardware complexes was of a dual nature.
On the one hand, the task to implement technological solutions that enable to provide information services to the New Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre was set to the engineers of the Research ITMO University, and on the other hand it was necessary to introduce a variety of hardware and software complexes as the stage design for the performance. 3. Remote diagnostics of the state of the video streams sources; 4.
Configuration and rational planning of the network infrastructure use to ensure regular stable operation of the whole system. The algorithm of the hardware and software complex operation (Borisov, 2013 ) media streams received from various devices (IP-camera, web cameras, video cameras and video streams that are used for retranslation from other media servers, etc.), through the local computer network of the New Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre are transmitted for processing to the media server, located near the core of the computer network of the New Stage. Due to the open architecture of the selected software for the media server (Media Server Wowza v.3.4), plug-in written in Java was developed and connected to the media server, which allowed to develop the system of media data sources registration through the has the ability to register any of the media data sources, to verify its condition and make it available at the media server, as well as to 
Multimedia 360° Technologies
One of the promising directions, which started being actively used in culture and art, is the technology of video recording in the 360° format.
Employees of the Center of Design and Multimedia of ITMO University have developed a specialized camera to record 360° video (http://video360production.com/). Content created with the help of this equipment can be viewed with a variety of virtual reality headsets (Oculus Rift, Samsung Gear VR, Homido, etc.), as well as on various mobile devices and from the monitor screen.
With the help of the created equipment recordings of various concerts, musical, cultural and special events were carried out (Mariinsky and Alexandrinsky theaters, Peter the Great's Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography "Kunstkamera", band "Picnic", Jazz Philarmonic Orchestra and band "Leningrad"), recorded a number of excursions in cooperation with Solovetsky 4. An archive of previous stage productions with the option of watching them online.
One of the promising directions, which started being actively used in culture and art, is the technology of video recording in the 360°
format. State Historical-Architectural and Natural Museum-Reserve". Figure 4 shows the recording of excursions on the rivers and canals of St. Petersburg in 360° Video format (Borisov, Ispol'zovanie tekhnologii…., 2015) . In addition to the passive viewing of the created content, there is a possibility to create interactive 360° video, with an option to continue viewing using various devices (a mouse, joysticks and motion capture devices) or active virtual tags placed directly in the space of video material. Besides, introduction of different content of "picture in picture function" into 360° video, as well as the transition to the simulated 3D space is possible as well.
Employees of the
Within continuing work on the grant of the Russian Humanitarian Foundation "Multimedia Information System "Ancient Fortress of the North-West of Russia", the Center of Design and Multimedia employees have created a prototype of interactive tour of Korela Fortress Museum (Borisov, Multimedia 360° -New Technology …, 2015) . 
